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Abstract

Frequency of attacks on web services and resulting dam-
age continue to grow as web services become popular.
Unfortunately, existing signature-based intrusion detection
techniques are inadequate in providing reasonable degree
of web security. Web attacks are diverse in nature, and typ-
ical web architecture consists of complex and hierarchi-
cally organized components. Because attack strategies often
vary depending on the web contents, it is impossible to de-
velop fixed patterns capturing unknown attacks. Protection
mechanisms such as anomaly-based intrusion detection and
application-level IDS, tailored to web services, are needed
to detect web attacks. The first step in developing web appli-
cation IDS is to analyze and categorize possible web attacks
and vulnerabilities. In this paper, we classify web attacks by
analyzing the root causes and the locations where they oc-
cur. This research is useful in developing web IDS modules,
tracking emerging trends on web attacks, and testing web
applications against potential vulnerabilities.

1. Introduction

World Wide Web has fundamentally changed the way
people interact with each other and share information. Elec-
tronic commerce, ranging from internet shopping malls
to web-based banking and trading, has become an inte-
gral component of modern society. Use of web is not lim-
ited to commercial activities. Web has become an impor-
tant medium for an individual, company, or even a coun-
try to share and promote information for personal, commer-
cial, political, or military objectives. For example, in May
1999, the official web sites of the White House, FBI and
U.S. Senate were hacked, and occurrence of such incidents
are too numerous to list[9, 8]. Web security is not a new
issue, and various security mechanisms have been intro-
duced. Examples include firewalls, intrusion detection sys-
tems(IDS), secure HTTP protocols, access control mecha-
nisms, and user authentication techniques. While such tech-

niques contribute to securing web services, seriousness and
frequency of web attacks continue to grow. According to
the 2002 CSI/FBI annual survey on computer security is-
sues and trends[3], organizations known to have suffered
unauthorized access or misuse of their web sites grew from
23% in 2001 to 38% of the survey respondents in 2002.
Given that installation of security products such as firewalls
and IDSs has generally become a common practice, such
increase in web attacks is quite disturbing. The survey indi-
rectly suggests that performance of current generation of se-
curity products, IDS in particular, is unsatisfactory in deal-
ing with threats of web attacks because:

� Signature-based IDS is only effective in detecting at-
tacks containing known and fixed attack patterns.
Combined with main memory-based DBMS tech-
nologies, current generation of IDS is capable
of identifying malicious packets traveling the gi-
gabit network[20]. Unfortunately, when new or
variations of known web attacks are attempted,
signature-based IDS is practically useless until secu-
rity engineers manually analyze attacks and update
signature database.

� Much of existing attack signatures are irrelevant in
protecting web servers. For example, in the snort ver-
sion 1.8.6 rule set, 516 out of 1,267 entries are related
to web attacks. However, if an organization employs
the IIS web server, only 88 of them are relevant[21,
18].

� There are several strategies intruders may employ to
bypass or disable IDS[17, 11]. For example, intruders
may attempt to flood the network and insert a few ma-
licious packets among lots of dummy packets.

� Web services are generally open in nature, and appli-
cation of access control mechanisms may be imprac-
tical. Furthermore, web services are complex in struc-
ture, and installing all protection mechanisms at one
location is highly unlikely to be effective. Locations
where defensive mechanisms are most effectively de-
ployed necessarily vary depending on the root causes
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Threat Category Description Consequence

Code Scanning Server/Client Browsing source code Learn vulnerabilities
Cookie Poisoning Changing cookie content User impersonation
Hidden Manipulation Changing hidden HTML fields value eShoplifting
Forceful Site Browsing Use URL address line Access sensitive data
Third Party Misconfigurations Default or improper s/w configuration Aceess OS or data
Identified(Known) Vulnerabilities Published vendor bugs Access OS, crash system, access sensitive data
Buffer Overflow Overflow field input Access sensitive data, or crash site/application
Debug Options & Backdoors Change code setting Access code/application as developer or admin
Parameter Tempering Server/Client Removal or alteration of expected parameter fields Access OS or sensitive data
Stealth Commanding Use Meta code Access OS or control application at OS level, site defacement
Cross Site Scripting Use URL Meta code to insert Trojan code server-side exploitation, access sensitive data
Application DOS Invalid data input Crash server/application

Table 1. Threat Categories in Sanctum Research

of the threats and the site specific web service struc-
ture.

� Lastly, attack strategies vary depending on the site-
specific web services, and signatures that are general
enough do not exist.

Therefore, techniques to provide complementary pro-
tection of web service to existing signature-based IDS are
needed, and such systems must specifically address threats
security products are currently unable to effectively deal
with. Such system is generally referred to as the applica-
tion IDS. The first task in developing web application IDS
is to understand the nature of known web attacks and cate-
gorizing them. One must understand the root causes of at-
tacks to find solutions to make web service safe. The loca-
tion of root causes can help to develop web IDS modules;
where such threats can be protected effectively. This paper
proposes a web attack classification scheme based on the
root causes of the known attacks and the locations where
such threats can be most effectively dealt with.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we re-
view related work on web attack categorization and argue
why existing classifications are inadequate. In section 3, we
propose an approach to categorize web attacks. Our cate-
gorization assumes generic and the most widely used archi-
tecture in implementing web services. In addition to pro-
viding basis for developing web application IDS, the pro-
posed classification can be used to track emerging trends on
web attacks to provide guidelines on how research resource
can be best allocated. Finally section 4 concludes the pa-
per.

2. Related Works

Attack classification scheme, providing foundation for
evaluation of IDS[4], need to be mutually exclusive, com-
plete and unambiguous[6]. Several proposals have been
made to classify web attacks. For example, Sanctum Inc.,
whose web security products include WebShield and Web-

Scan, proposed a scheme[16] to categorize web threats and
possible consequences as shown in the Table 1.

Sanctum’s classification scheme is useful in develop-
ing general understanding of common threats to web ser-
vices and possible consequences. Unfortunately, the parti-
tions are incomplete. For example, most of client-side con-
tent manipulation attacks, except hidden value manipula-
tion, are not classified under the proposed scheme1. In addi-
tion, attacks where Unicode(UTF-8) encoded URI request
is used to bypass user authentication mechanism and ex-
ecute any action not permitted, are not classified in Sanc-
tum’s scheme.

Moreover, it is also overlapping in that an attack may
belong to multiple categories. For example, a web attack
which overruns the stack to paralyze the system[14] would
obviously belong to not only “Buffer Overflow” category
but also “Application DOS” category.

1. Penetration of the system via HTTP server vulnerabilities
- Vulnerable cgi program requests
- Password guessing
- Access to sensitive information

2. Denial of service
- Repeated accesses to non-existing resources
- Repeated accesses to resources that cause server errors

3. Legal but undesirable activity
- Singular/outlandish use of the HTTP protocol
- Sensitive documents accesses

4. Policy violation (when used on firewall HTTP proxy)
- External / internal policies governing access to web sites

Table 2. Four Categories in IBM Research

Similar proposal was made by information security re-
search group at IBM Zurich Lab[5] whose research on IDS
became a part of the Tivoli Risk Manager product[12].
IBM’s categorization, shown in the Table 2, is primarily

1 Hidden value is a subset of client-side content.
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based on the consequences of successful web attacks. Well-
known approaches to compromise web securities are listed
for each category. Unfortunately, this classification scheme
is incomplete and too abstract to study the property of web
attacks in detail. For example, web attacks which include
hidden value manipulation attack and SQL injection attack
are not classified in IBM scheme.

3. Web Server Attack Categorization

Well-defined and extensible web attack classification
scheme is needed to analyze not only the known attacks but
also to be able to cope with new and emerging web attacks.
The first step in securing web service is to analyze the root
causes of the known attacks and eliminate them.

3.1. Attack Categorization by Root Causes

We classify web attacks, as shown in Table 3, according
to the root causes of the web attacks; the category of the
attack type consists of “Known software implementation
error”, “HTTP specification error”, “Mis-configuration”,
“Forgery of client code”, “Abnormal URI input” and “Over-
throughput”.

Web attacks which have fixed patterns, attack signa-
tures, and therefore covered by the security advisories[7,
10, 13, 19] are caused by implementation errors of web
server, server-side preprocessor or DBMS software. Attacks
in type “Known software implementation error” can be de-
tected easily by signature-based IDS and moreover there
have been many researches to solve these attacks. An at-
tacker can also use configuration errors of web application
components, attacks in type “Mis-configuration”, to com-
promise web service besides implementation errors. Gen-
eral mis-configuration vulnerabilities of well-known web
application, which are due to wrong default configuration
or administrator’s configuration mistake, are usually cov-
ered by the security advisories and can be easily detected
by signature-based IDS in the same way as the type “Known
software implementation error”.

Attacks in type “HTTP specification error” are due to
an unusual or hostile request which does not conform to
the HTTP specification. Although known attacks belong-
ing to the type “HTTP specification error” have not been
well-known until now, there have been attacks which ex-
ploited flaws in the other network protocols such as TCP,
UDP, IP or ICMP. Therefore, it seems fair to assume that at-
tacks of the type “HTTP specification error” are possible.

Web attacks whose strategies depend on the web con-
tents or codes usually involve modification of client code,
an abnormal URI input or an over-throughput.These attacks
can be detected by the profiling technique which takes the
web site contents and property into consideration, or pre-

vented by developing software according to the web appli-
cation development guidelines designed to provide a high
level of security assurance. Unfortunately attacks in these
types cannot be detected easily by existing signature-based
intrusion detection technique.

Generally, primary cause of the type “Forgery of client
code” and “Abnormal URI input” is that a web service ses-
sion is stateless unlike telnet or ftp sessions. It means that
web service doesn’t keep its connection between client and
server. Therefore, web client can forge its state when the
next connection is made. Web service supplier has to detect
the malicious change of client state when all service con-
nection is requested in order to detect such attacks.

Attacks in type “Forgery of client code” forge attacker’s
web client state by maliciously changing the client-side
code and data. For example, web client may change code
or data such as cookie, HTML, java script, etc. All native
web client-side code and data stored in plain text are read-
able and can be changed. Another web attack category is
the type “Abnormal URI input”. An attacker may send ab-
normal web requests containing malicious data such as URI
with corrupted parameter, HTML or script code, tagged in-
put values supplied to web board or text form, in order to
change the state of web session. These two types of attack
are usually used to bypass the user authentication process,
achieve forged authorization or use web service in an ab-
normal manner.

Finally, a collection of web requests, although each of
which is valid and normal individually, as a whole can
constitute a web attack. The attack of the type “Over-
throughput” is a form of denial of service (DOS). However,
we chose to refine the denial of service attack into several
categories to best reflect the root causes. For example, if
a DOS attack exploits flaws in software implementation, it
is classified as a type “Known software implementation er-
ror” attack. If an intruder takes advantage of protocol er-
rors to initiate an attack that ultimately result in shutting
down the web services, we categorize them as “HTTP spec-
ification error” attacks because the root cause of the DOS
attack is in the errors in the protocol specification. How-
ever, it is possible for a determined intruder to initiate a vast
amount of web requests, each of which is normal, so that
web server performance is slowed down enough to render
“normal” web service impractical. We chose to treat such
form of DOS attack as a separate category.

3.2. Full Attack Categorization by Root Causes
and Their Locations

There is a close relationship in web service architecture
where the root causes of the attacks occur and where the
attacks can be most effectively detected. Our approach as-
sumes general web service architecture as the components
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Table 3. Web Server Attack Taxonomy by Root Causes

of web service, as shown in Figure 1, which consists of web
client, web interface, web server, server-side preprocessor,
and database management system. In order to understand
web attacks in detail, we classify the web attacks based on
the analysis of the root causes and the locations where such
threats exist as shown in Table 4.

Web interface plays an important part of web archi-
tecture; HTTP is an essential communication protocol be-
tween web client and web server in this area. Products such
as application firewalls or network-based IDSs can be in-
stalled to secure web service in web interface area. Un-
fortunately, more research on effective protection mecha-
nisms on server-side preprocessor and database software is
needed.

3.3. Analysis of Current Attack Trend and Poten-
tial Dangerousness of Web Attack

The proposed classification scheme is useful in track-
ing trends on web attacks as they emerge and in estimat-
ing the risk they pose. Table 5 illustrates trends on known

web attacks based on CERT advisories issued between Jan-
uary 2000 and December 2002.

Table 5 clearly indicates that vast majority of web attacks
recently analyzed by CERT advisories belong to the type of
“Known software implementation error” attack. That means

Figure 1. The Hierarchy of Web Service Archi-
tecture
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Table 4. Web server attack categorization with root causes and their locations (The shading box in-
cludes web server attacks)

Table 5. CASE Study with CERT Advisory

most attention to web attacks has been usually given to the
analysis of vulnerability which is due to software imple-
mentation error. However, it is naive to simply assume that
most of future web attacks will be of the same type and that
web attacks belonging to other categories will be less seri-
ous in potential damage.

Although web attacks of the “Forgery of client code”
and “Abnormal URI input” type rarely receive media at-

tention, such attacks can not be described in fixed patterns
and in advance. Potential damage such attacks can cause
is serious. Cookie poisoning attack is a well-known exam-
ple. Even though the use of cookies has been warned of
many security vulnerabilities, their use is still common for
session management mechanism[15]. It is easy for an at-
tacker to steal private information from cookies and manip-
ulate them to impersonate other users or even to escalate
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his/her privileges to system administrator because they are
stored in plain text. If an attacker exploits cookie vulnera-
bilities in shopping sites which generally use cookie infor-
mation to help customers keep track of their shopping trans-
actions, s/he can buy any product with other user’s identi-
fication. Moreover, s/he can drive the shopping sites out of
e-commerce business by making them mistrustful.

Another example of such attacks occur if the client-side
script code or HTML code is modified to bypass validity
check routines. As shown in Figure 2, java script code in
HTML code, the parameter “usr mst id” and “tr id” repre-
sent the identities of the user and the transaction which s/he
wants to perform, respectively. In this example, the attacker
can easily make its user authentication mechanism useless
by deleting “if statement” or commenting it out. Most of
web applications are designed in this manner because web
software analyzer or implementer didn’t take the property
of web application and its security scheme into considera-
tion in software analysis, design and implementation step.
Traditional client/server application doesn’t have this vul-
nerability because client code and data is generally encoded
in human invisible manner unlike web application. As long
as script source code remains visible and modifiable on the
client side, effective solutions do not seem to exist.

function do business(usr mst id, tr id)
. . .

if (cust mst id == tr id) � . . .�

Figure 2. An Example of “Forgery of client
code”

Figure 3 shows an example of attack of “Abnormal URI
input” type where a web service request contains mali-
ciously changed parameter value. If shopping mall software
is implemented2 such that price value is passed as parame-
ter values in the URL, an attacker may attempt to purchase
products at an arbitrarily low price. It much be emphasized
that there are no apparent software failures involved and that
such attempts may cast serious doubts on the integrity of
shopping mall data to customers and effectively shut down
the site and drive the company out of e-commerce business.
Therefore, such web attacks are serious enough and broad
enough to be treated as a separate category because web ser-
vice modules frequently interact users and execute different
transactions depending on the input values.

Other examples of the “Abnormal URI input” type are
shown in Figures 4 and 5. When an URI as shown in Fig-

2 Although we chose not to illustrate the full and real identities in this
paper, we know of a site - currently in operation - where such attacks
are possible.

http://www.myweb.com/shoppingcart.php?
cate=128&stockno=3256&mode=add&price=10

Figure 3. Malicious URI using Intentional Pa-
rameter

ure 4 is sent to web server, attacker will get a terminal win-
dow which can access myweb.com system without user au-
thorization. In addition, attacker can gather cookies of my-
web.com service which include user authorization informa-
tion, in an undercover manner, using an example of Fig-
ure 5. These attacks can be executed by directly submit-
ting URL requests or using web board, text form or any
objects receiving users’ input in order to hijack user pass-
words, credit card numbers or other confidential informa-
tion. Details of such attacks can vary widely and have vari-
ously threatened result, and existing signature-based IDSs
or application firewalls are inadequate in protecting web
service from such attacks.

http://www.myweb.com/delete.php?fn=
"article784923;xterm-display192.168.1.
102:0"

Figure 4. An URI Example injecting Malicious
Command

http://www.myweb.com/buy.php?id=
2003&name=<script>window.open(’http:
//www.attacker.com/gather.cgi?info=’+
document.cookie);</script>

Figure 5. An URI Example injecting Malicious
Script

It must be emphasized that attacks belonging to the type
“Forgery of client code” and “Abnormal URI input” have
various patterns according to the web application contents
and web service property and that their consequences are
unpredictable. In addition, they will be most likely to in-
volve unauthorized access to confidential information (e.g.,
financial, medical, etc) of the customers. Therefore, it seems
vital for web service organization to develop application
IDS to deal with threats of the attacks of the type “Forgery
of client code” and “Abnormal URI input”.

So far, we have seen the property of each attack cat-
egory. Much of threat of the type “Known software im-
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plementation error” and “Mis-configuration” attack can
be dealt with by diligently monitoring security advi-
sories and installing software patches and hot-fixes from
vendors and by installing IDS equipped with up-to-date sig-
nature database. The type “Over-throughput” attack can
be detected by anomaly detection technique where nor-
mal profiles are collected and compared against the current
web usage patterns.

From what has been mentioned above, however, the type
“Forgery of client code” and “Abnormal URI input” attack
is difficult to develop adequate protection mechanism be-
cause client-side objects which are visible and easily mod-
ifiable and web service request URI are often used with-
out proper validity checks. Web service application has to
check whether the data from client is maliciously forged
and the URI request from client has ill-intended parame-
ter, tag, script code or command. It is important for web
software designer and implementer to understand that all
data from web client could be made to use web service
abnormally[1, 2]. However, this scheme has been not re-
flected in existing web application. It is necessary to de-
velop effective and integrated web IDS modules according
to the location of web attack causes.

4. Conclusions and Future Works

This paper has proposed a web server attack classifica-
tion scheme. Web attacks can be diverse in nature, and some
attacks cannot be protected with signatures alone.

In this paper, we have argued that classification schemes
on web attacks proposed to date are useful in developing
general understanding of web security issues but that they
have limitations in using them as a basis for developing web
application IDS modules and monitoring emerging web at-
tack patterns. As an alternative, our web attack categoriza-
tion scheme analyzes web attacks from the viewpoint of the
root causes of the web attacks and the locations where the
root causes of such attacks. A needed extension of this study
is to develop each web IDS module on the basis of specific
attack types and proper locations to detect them. We be-
lieve that the proposed classification scheme is a good start
in developing web application IDS that are tailored to ad-
dress specific categories of web attacks.
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